
IT051 Mounting Box & Configurations 
 
The IT051 Mounting Box contains a 200 mm (8.0”) long 35 mm DIN 
rail for mounting of IT modules. The modules “snap” into the DIN 
rail and can be removed by using a small screwdriver to release 
the metal catch at the base of the modules. 
 
The IT-series modules have different widths depending on the 
particular module type.  
 
The IT100, IT200, and IT300 series are each 17.5 mm in width. 
The IT501 communication module is also 17.5 mm in width.  
 
The IT401 Alarm module is 22.5 mm wide.  
 
The total width of all the modules and clearance space required 
must never exceed 200mm for an IT051 case.  
 
 
 



The IT100-series have ICP (IEPE) accelerometers for the input.  
The IT200-series have PiezoVelocity transducers (PVT®) for input.  
The IT300-series are for proximity displacement probes as the input.  
 
The IT401 can use any 4-20 mA loop-power sensor (i.e.-LPS®) for an input signal. An internal IT401 jumper determines 
whether the input for the IT401 is from the TBUS or the 4-20 mA input terminal.  
When the IT401 is connected to use a 4-20 mA sensor as its input, the power for the IT401 must be supplied through the 
rear TBUS connection using an IT032 for the connection to the IT401 and an IT033 terminal connector to plug into the 
IT032 to input the power connection.  
 
The IT501 requires the IT100, IT200, or IT300 series as its input.  
 
An IT1xx, IT2xx, or IT3xx can provide the power and the signal to an IT401 and IT501. The total maximum current 
required by these three types of module would be 280 mA. 100 mA for the IT1xx, etc., 150 mA for the IT401, and 30 mA 
for the IT501.  
 
 
 
Module 24 VDC Power Source Signal Input  24 VDC Current Req’d TBUS parts on B.O.M. 
iT100-series Terminals or TBUS 1 Terminals or TBUS 2 100 mA - none - 
iT200-series Terminals or TBUS 1 Terminals or TBUS 2 100 mA - none -  
iT300-series Terminals or TBUS 1 Terminals or TBUS 2 100 mA - none -  
iT401 TBUS (via IT032) Terminals or TBUS 2 150 mA IT032 
iT501 TBUS (via IT031) TBUS 20 mA IT031 
     
     
NOTES: 1 There is no jumper selection for this feature. The 24 VDC power connection is automatic 

2 A jumper must be set inside the module to choose the signal input 
 



The number of modules that can be installed in the IT051 is very dependent on the types of modules being used and the 
power requirements of those modules. The IT001 power supply can provide up to 1.0 Amp at 24 Volts DC to power IT-
series modules. The power required by each of the module types is as follows:  
 

Module Type Voltage (nominal) Current (maximum)

IT100-series 24 VDC 100 mA 
IT200-series 24 VDC 100 mA 
IT300-series 24 VDC 100 mA 
IT401 24 VDC 150 mA 
IT501 24 VDC 30 mA 

      Table 1: Power requirements of IT-series modules 
 
The IT modules can be interconnected by using the TBUS connection at the base of the module. This connection has five 
(5) interconnections between modules. Two of the connections are for power to be supplied through the IT-series vibration 
transmitter (IT100-series, IT200-series, or IT300-series) module. A third connection allows the buffered dynamic signal to 
be routed to an additional vibration transmitter for processing. The last two (2) connections connect the serial data and 
clock to another module. This data can be utilized by the IT401 and the IT501 modules.  



Module Installation Dimensions 
 
When the iT-family of modules is installed, spacing must be 
considered. Modules that “snap” together to share TBUS 
connections will still fit side-by-side in the DIN rail.  
 
However, whenever a module or group of modules is next to 
another module on the same DIN rain, but not sharing the same 
TBUS connection, adequate space must be considered for the 
installation. The “end” of the TBUS has a connector that projects 
about 7 millimeters past the module case.  
The IT034 connector used to extend the TBUS connection or 
supply power to iT401 modules will require allowing about 13 
millimeters of space for clearance for installation.  
 
Modules and accessories - ordering 
 
Since the iT501 and iT401 will be shipped with their TBUS connector, it is not 
necessary to add any TBUS connectors to the order.  
 
The iT100/200/300-series of vibration transmitter modules, however, do not 
automatically ship with a TBUS connector.  
When orders are placed for iT100/200/300-series of vibration transmitter modules 
to be used with either the iT401 or iT501, an IT031 will have to be added to the 
order for each iT100/200/300-series vibration transmitter module ordered. 
 
 

IT032 IT031 IT034
TBUS connectors & modules



Power Terminal Blocks 
 
DIN mount terminal blocks are available for connecting AC power to the 
IT001, IT002, and IT004 power supplies. The IT053, IT054, IT055, and 
IT056 are each 6.2 mm wide.  
The IT053 is an end stop to hold modules on the rail. It has no electrical 
connections.  
The IT054 is a fused terminal block used to connect the AC “line” voltage. 
The IT055 is an unfused terminal block used to connect the AC “neutral”. 
The IT056 is for the AC “ground” connection. It electrically connects the 
ground to the DIN rail and can also be used ans an end stop. 
The IT057 is a plug-in fuse holder for 5x20 mm fuses. It also will serve as a 
local AC disconnect when servicing modules powered from AC mains in an 
installation.  
The IT058 marker strips are a set of 10 markers. Two each are labelled “L”, 
“N”, and “G”. Four more are blank.  
The IT058 marker strips are a set of 10 markers. Two each are labelled “L”, “N”, and “G”. Four 
more are blank.  
The IT061, IT062, and IT063 are miniature fuses, 5mm x 20mm to fit within the IT057 fuse 
holder.  
The IT061 is a 2.5A fast-acting fuse meant to be used with the IT001 power supply.  
The IT062 is a 5A fast-acting fuse meant to be used with the IT002 power supply. 
The IT061 is a 10A fast-acting fuse meant to be used with the IT004 power supply.  
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Examples of the number of modules that can fit into an IT051 

 
(4) sets of iT100’s and iT501’s with an IT001   (7) iT401’s with an IT001 (without AC terminal blocks) 
(without AC terminal blocks)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) sets of iT100’s, iT401’s & iT501’s with an IT001    (3) sets of iT100’s and iT401’s with an IT001  
 



Parts required for configuring an IT051 mounting box that includes the IT001 (1A) power supply, AC Terminal blocks, and 
110 VAC cord. This does not include any of the internal wiring 
 
IT001 Power Supply 
IT051 Mounting Box  
IT054 Fused AC Terminal Block  
IT055 Unfused AC Terminal Block 
IT056 AC Ground Block 
IT057 Fuse Holder 
IT058 Marker Strips for block labels 
IT061 2.5 Amp, Fast-Acting, 5mm x 20mm Fuse 
IT099 Power Cord, for U.S. 110 VAC power 
 
 


